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Wholistic Kids Case Study

How Wholistic Kids used Marketing Made Modern's social media marketing approach to raise
their number of clinical patients.

OBJECTIVES
Wholistic Kids needed an experienced social media marketing
team to help them:
Raise their online reach
Increase their website traffic
Create new leads for a confidential project
Increase their # of pediatric patients

SOLUTIONS
After onboarding Wholistic Kids as a new social media client,
the Marketing Made Modern team got straight to work. We
presented the strategies that based on our experience were
most efficient for the specific needs of the client. While still
receiving feedback and approval from both Dr. K and his
marketing director, we then took over the social media
account. Within our project period of 5 months, we completed
the insights detailed below to the point where Dr. K had to
stop accepting new patient requests from his social media
profile.

MAIN STRATEGIES IMPLEMENTED
Influencer Collaborations

TESTIMONIAL

"We have been working with Richely and
Marketing Made Modern for over 5 months
and LOVE her and what she brings to the
table. We hired and fired a prior marketing
manager before finding her. Richely is willing
to hustle and do what it takes to get the job
done! Her cando attitude is a delight to work
with. She is smart and talented, and has an
amazing eye for design. Just like our
company, you will be very happy if you
choose her as your marketing manager."

INSIGHTS
IG Followers

FB Page Followers

For the influencer collabs, we created Dr. K's very own media
kit. This tool was used in our outreach strategy aimed to
request spotlight features using multiple of our influencer
software programs.

Engaging Content

Creating relatable and educational content was our main
priority. While still maintaining a "human feel" to the account
by incorporating personal details of Dr. K's life as well as video
content, we were able to gain his audience's respect and trust.

Paid Advertisements

For posts that organically performed the best, we
implemented ad strategies around Dr. K's desired audience
demographics to further his reach.
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